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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

This episode is a continuation from the previous episode on raising responsible kids. 
One of your biggest jobs as parents is to raise kids who can make their own way in the 
world, raise mature adults.There are a lot of pieces to this but one of those is just 
making sure that kids have practical life skills. We have 18 plus years to do this, right? I 
mean parenting doesn’t really stop at 18. We still have time to teach them about more 
adult responsibilities throughout the early twenties but a vast majority of these daily 
skills should be taught by the time they head off to college or move out, things like 
grooming, cleaning and basic house care, cooking meals, some simple personal 
finance like budgeting, how compound interest works and such. Big job right? That’s 
why it’s important to start early rather than realizing that at 15 years of age that your 
kids still can’t even manage to get dirty socks into the laundry hamper. 

So I’ll talk about skills that kids should have down by age so you have a guideline as to 
what skills you should be expecting your child to do on his or her own and which ones 
you need to start teaching and coaching your child to take on now or very soon. 

Age 3 
Help cleanup after himself - toys, crafts, games 
Dress and undress self 
Throw away trash from snacks 

Age 4-5 
Take dishes to the sink after a meal after asking to be excused 
Putting dirty clothes in the hamper 
Set the table 
Choosing own clothes to wear 

Ages 6-7 
Mix, stir, and cut with a dull knife. 
Make a basic meal, such as a sandwich. 
Help put the groceries away. 
Bathe/shower unsupervised. Maybe a little help with shampoo/body wash 



Match socks from clean laundry 

Ages 8-9 
Put dishes away from the dishwasher     
Use basic household cleaners safely 
Make his bed without assistance 
Take care of personal hygiene without being told to do so 
Use a broom and dustpan properly 
Read a recipe and prepare a simple meal 
Help create a grocery list 
Count and make change 
Answer the phone and take written phone messages  
Help with simple lawn duties such as watering and weeding flower beds 
Take out the trash 
Wash dishes/load the dishwasher 
How to save up for a bigger item they want to buy 

Age 9 
Fold her clothes. 
Learn simple sewing - think sewing a button back on, or fixing a hem that’s torn 
Care for outdoor toys such as her bike or roller skates. 

By Ages 10-13 kids are really starting to build independence. Middle school is a big 
push for independence. You can circumvent some of this push by giving more 
responsibility. 

Go to the store and make purchases by himself. 
Change his own bed sheets. 
Do laundry - read clothing labels, separate and use the washing machine and dryer. 
Plan and pack or prepare own breakfast, lunches and snacks   
Use the oven to broil or bake foods 

Your child should also learn how to: 

Read food labels and know what it means and therefore how to make good nutritional 
choices based on these 
Iron clothes 
Learn to use basic hand tools safely - hammer, drill, saw 
Mow the lawn 



Also your child should be be able to stay home alone. But obviously there is a wide 
range here when it comes to maturity, as well as laws to consider. I’ll give some things 
to consider so you can consider when and how much you can leave your child alone. 
Many child development experts say that kids usually aren't mature enough to stay 
home unsupervised for long periods of time until the age of 11 or 12. But, like I 
mentioned, there is a wide range of maturity. Some 10-year-olds are very mature and 
some 15-year-olds aren’t. 

First and foremost, let’s discuss laws. These differ state by state. Also many times, these 
laws are about as clear as mud. So that can be frustrating. California is one such state. 
Some states have age limits, such as, “no child under the age of 10 can be left home 
alone” As some examples, in Georgia and Maryland, the age is 8. In Kansas it’s 6. 6? 
really?! Seems a little young. In Illinois it’s 14. 14?! I was babysitting an infant and 
toddler, my pediatrician’s kids as a matter of fact at age 12. So 14 sounds pretty crazy. 
A few other states are 12, like Colorado, Delaware, and Mississippi.  California, among 
many other states, in their wisdom, which I’m not saying is bad, takes into account the 
maturity of the child and therefore has set no specific limit. Here is what the California 
laws state or use as a guideline:  

First they suggest you consider only a child over 10 years old to be ready for 
consideration.  

The child can identify two escape routes from the house in case of fire. 
The child can handle telephone calls correctly.   
The child has demonstrated correct procedures for handling strangers at the door.  
The child knows how to reach parents or other responsible adults by phone. 
The child can name two adults to contact in case of an emergency. 
The child will tell parents or child care providers about daily events without prompting. 
The child can locate a safe place to seek shelter during a storm. (Now if you’re running 
to the store for 20 minutes and it’s sunny, then you know, maybe this is overkill.) 
The child can name five household rules. 

So check your state laws before considering leaving a child home alone for any amount 
of time. But once you know your child is old enough and, here’s a good checklist to see 
if you think your child can handle it. 

Self-Care Readiness Quiz 

Will your child follow the rules you set? 
Does he usually use good judgment? 



Has he handled himself well when left for brief periods of time in the past? 
Is he able to manage simple chores such as taking phone messages or fixing himself a 
snack? 
Does he have the self-discipline to complete his homework without adult supervision? 
Does he follow directions well? 
Is he good at problem-solving or does he leave that up to you? 
Does he cope well when unexpected situations arise? 
Is he expressing interest in staying home alone? 

If you answered yes to most or all of these and your child is of age by your state laws, 
you can start by leaving your child home for short periods, when you walk the dog, 
when you run to the store right down the street for a couple of items. Always leave him 
or her with a working phone and make sure he/she knows how to use it and how to 
reach you. Also make sure he or she knows what to do in an emergency and who he or 
she can go to. 

Also consider how long your child will be alone. An hour while you run a couple 
errands is way different than 8 or 9 hours. 

Ages 14-16 
Plan, shop and prepare dinners 
Have a checking/debit account and understand how it works 
Learn basic budgeting and balancing their account 
Interview for and get a job 
Fill a car with gas, add air to and change a tire. 
Perform more sophisticated cleaning and maintenance chores, such as changing the 
vacuum cleaner bag, cleaning the stove, and unclogging drains, replacing sprinkler 
heads 

17-18 
Understand compound interest and why having a balance on a credit card is costly 
Basics of investing, stocks, vs. bonds, vs. cash 
How to research - for example careers, colleges, not just on the internet but by finding 
people to interview 
Make regular doctor and dentist appointments and other important health-related 
appointments 
Have a basic understanding of finances, and be able to manage his bank account, 
balance a checkbook, pay a bill, and use a credit card 
Understand basic contracts, like an apartment or car lease 
Understand and Schedule oil changes and basic car maintenance 



Now when it comes to teaching kids about money and saving, it means they have to 
some money to manage. So allowance is helpful in this regard. I have a class on the 
website about chores and allowance and different ways to handle that, as there are 
several options and different families like to handle it differently. So if you want to learn 
more about ways to handle chores and/or allowance, you can see that class on the site 
at YourVillageOnline.com under the Modern Parenting tab. 

The other responsibility I haven’t touched on yet is homework. So I’ll touch on that 
briefly here as well. Kids will go from needing help with homework, sitting with them, 
reading the questions in kindergarten and making sure they are following the 
instructions to doing it completely on their own, from planning for projects and 
completing them on time, to planning and studying for tests all on their own. Over the 
years, we need to back off more and more. Sometimes that mean they won’t have the 
work done. It may mean they aren’t prepared for a test. That’s OK. Better to learn 
earlier when they are in middle school or high school than in college or on the job.  

Responsibility means who is accountable and responsible for the organization, due 
dates, and completion of assignments 

K-1 grade, help your child understand and navigate the system, checking calendar, 
color coding materials, reminding child of due dates and nightly homework 
assignments.  

2nd grade - slowly shift the responsibility throughout this school year so that by the 
end of 2nd grade, your student is equipped to be responsible for understanding when/
how assignments are given, and materials needed. 

3rd grade - work with your student throughout this year so that by the end, she can be 
fully responsible for knowing assignment due dates and planning for completion on 
time. As the year progresses, teach and coach as you give the responsibility to child for 
marking due dates/testing dates on the calendar, and breaking down study goals. 

By 5th grade your child needs to fully responsible for homework, projects and 
materials, barring a few small questions or assistance. This also means that If child 
leaves an assignment or materials at school that are needed for homework, then your 
child needs to problem solve. Can he borrow from a friend? Go to school early? Turn it 
in late for less credit? This is a teachable moment. Saving him does not support long 
term goals for personal responsibility. It only teaches that you will bail him out. This 
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actually tends to make kids less responsible because then they realize they don’t have 
to remember. It’s an important lesson. and it’s much better, easier and safer way of 
teaching this lesson than many other situations a teen or young adult can find him or 
herself in down the road if he/she doesn’t learn it earlier. 

To learn more about helping your child navigate the homework process and what to 
expect by grade, you can see the class on homework on the website at 
YourVillageOnline.com under the Education section. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, you can send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next time!
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